In this paper a fast spatial adaptive algorithm is presented for the efficient Least Squares (LS), Autoregressive exogenous (ARX), modeling. Filter masks of general boundaries are allowed. Efficient space updating recursions are developed by exploiting the spatial shift invariance property of the 2-D data set.
INTRODUCTION
Two Dimensional Least Squares filtering and system identification are of great importance in a wide range of applications. These include image restoration, image enhancement, image compression, 2-D spectral estimation, detection of changes in image sequences, stochastic texture modeling, edge detection [1]- [5] .
Let z(n1, n2) be the input of a linear, space invariant ARX system. Its output y(n1,nz) is a linear combination of past input-output values, z(n1-21, n2-22 ) and y(n1 -21,nz -iz), weighted by the filter coeficients, biI,iz and ail,iz, over convex support regions is the instantaneous error, and A E (0,1] is the so called forgetting factor. The 2-D spatially adaptive set up is depicted in Figure 1 .
Minimization of eq. (2) with respect t o system parameters uil,iz and biI,iz leads to a system of linear system of equations, the so called normal equations.
Recursive Least Squares (RLS) type algorithms can be applied for the inversion of the 2-D normal equations. However, the special structure of the 2-D data set gives rise to the development of cost effective algorithms for the sequential determination of the unknown parameters, [6], [7] . A major feature these algorithms offer against the conventional counterparts, is reduction of computational complexity by an order of magnitude. Table 1 is operations per iteration. In the sequel, a fast algorithm is developed for the sequential updating of the 2-D Kalman gain vector, taking into account the shift invariance properties of the 2-D data set. are q x 1 vectors. S and I are permutation matrices. Application of the above data partitions to the correlation estimators, eqs. (9) and (lo) , however, fail to produce the corresponding lower order variables. To overcome this difficulty, an alternative error function has been proposed in [6] . It utilizes a modified data window as 
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